Recently, a RGB image encryption algorithm based on DNA encoding and chaos map has been proposed. It was reported that the encryption algorithm can be broken with four pairs of chosen plain-images and the corresponding cipher-images. This paper re-evaluates the security of the encryption algorithm, and finds that the encryption algorithm can be broken efficiently with only one known plain-image. The effectiveness of the proposed known-plaintext attack is supported by both rigorous theoretical analysis and experimental results. In addition, two other security defects are also reported.
can be broken by choosing (4mn/3 + 1) pairs of plain-33 images, where mn is the size of the plain-image.
34
In [27] , a RGB image encryption algorithm based on 35 DNA encoding and chaos map was proposed. Shortly after 36 the publication of the encryption algorithm,Özkaynak et al. 37 [28] found that the encryption algorithm is insecure against 38 chosen-plaintext attack and the equivalent secret key of the 39 encryption algorithm can be obtained by four chosen plain-40 images. This paper re-evaluates the security of the image 41 encryption algorithm proposed in [27] , and discovers the 42 following security problems: (1) the equivalent secret key 43 of the encryption algorithm can be reconstructed with only 44 one pair of known-plaintext/ciphertext; (2) encryption re-45 sults are not sensitive with respect to changes of the plain-46 images/secret key.
47
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In 48 the next section, we will give a detailed introduction of 49 the image encryption algorithm under study. Section 3 de-50 scribes the proposed known-plaintext attack in detail with 51 some experimental results and reports the other two secu-52 rity defects. The last section concludes the paper. 2. The image encryption algorithm under study 54 The plaintext of the encryption algorithm under study is 55 a RGB color image of size H × W (height×width), which 
is scanned in the raster order and represented as a one di-
, where
structed, where (
The cipher operates on I b and gets 
, where x 0 , x 0 ∈ (0, 1), and µ 0 , µ 0 ∈ 77 (3.569945, 4).
78
• The initialization procedure
79
(1) Iterate the logistic map (1) 4L times to obtain a 80 chaotic states sequence
with the set of initial 81 condition and control parameter (x 0 , µ 0 ).
84
(2) Iterate the logistic map (1) L times to obtain a 85 chaotic states sequence
with the set of initial 86 condition and control parameter (x 0 , µ 0 ).
where x round x to the nearest integers less than or 90 equal to x. Then, a sequence
can be constructed, 91 where
92
• The encryption procedure consists of the following 93 five steps.
94
-Step (a) Encoding. The DNA map rule k 1 is 95 employed to encode I b and then get a DNA se-
with the DNA 105 map rule k 2 .
-
Step (e) Masking.
where ⊕ denotes the bitwise exclusive OR oper-109 ation.
• The decryption procedure is the simple reversion of 111 the above encryption procedure. 
147
From the substraction operation of Table 2 Table 3 shows the values of (D Table 3 , r j = b j is the important 175 condition to distinguish Map(A) from Map(T ).
176
Once k 1 has been confirmed, one can obtain {h i } 4L i=1 . The 177 above analysis shows that h i can be determined if and only 178 if at least one of the three sets, {N 
completely, we make use of the 184 following property.
185
Property 3. Given the value of k 2 , the scope of h i can be 186 narrowed via
{1, 3, 6, 8}, if k 2 ∈ {1, 3, 6, 8}, {2, 4, 5, 7}, if k 2 ∈ {2, 4, 5, 7}.
(4) 188
Proof. It is easy to obtain Eq. (4) from Map(C), h i can be determined via checking Table 1 .
194
Assume that a plain
and the corre-
are available, and then
196
we can obtain
.
197
The detailed procedure of recover k 1 and {h i } ) has the form as the Table 3 shown,
204
and then obtain Map(A). Thus, the value of k 1 is re- Now, let's analyze the performance of the above attack. 215 We know that (r i , g i , b i ) has only 4 3 = 64 different values, 216 among them, there are 4 × 4 = 16 kinds of (r i , g i , b i ) can 217 be used to determine Map(C), and 24 kinds of (r i , g i , b i ) 218 can be used to derive Map(A), otherwise, the scope of k 2 219 can be determined by 64 − |R| = 48 kinds of (r i , g i , b i ). As 220 the plaintext is chosen from natural images, the value of 221 pixels follows Gaussian distribution. Thus, one can assure 222 that the value of k 1 and the scope of k 2 can be determined 223 with an very extremely high probability. The computational 224 complexity of the attack is O(4L).
225
To verify the feasibility of the above known-plaintext at-226 tack, some experiments were performed with plain-images 227 of size 256 × 256 (height × width). The same secret 228 key used in [27, Sec. 4 ] was adopted: k 1 = 1, k 2 = 7, 229 (x 0 , µ 0 ) = (0.501, 3.81) and (x 0 , µ 0 ) = (0.401, 3.68). Fig-230 ure 1 shows a plain-image "Peppers" and the corresponding 231 cipher-image. We can get the equivalent secret key k 1 and 232
. Finally, the obtained equivalent secret key is used 233 to decrypt another cipher-image encrypted by the same se-234 cret key, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , and the recovery result 235 is shown in Fig. 2(b) , which is identical with the original 236 plain-image. Step (c) to
Step (e) are equivalent to a 263 simple decoding procedure; (2) the confusion proce-264 dure
Step (b) Addition is independent to secret key; 265 (3) strong redundancy exists among neighboring pix-266 els and the correlations between R, G, B compo-267 nents. To show this defect clearly, a randomly se-268 cret key k 1 = 2, k 2 = 5, (x 0 , µ 0 ) = (0.611, 3.781) and 269 (x 0 , µ 0 ) = (0.301, 3.78) are used to decrypt the cipher-270 image shown in Fig. 2(a) , and the result is shown in 271 Fig. 3(a) . Considering that human eyes have a pow-272 erful capability of correcting errors and recognizing 273 significant information. It is found that some visual 274 information contained in Fig. 3(a) , although none of 275 pixels are correct in value. 
Conclusion

277
This paper re-evaluated the security of a RGB image en-278 cryption algorithm based on DNA encoding and chaos map 279 proposed in [27] . It was found that the seemingly complex 280 encryption algorithm can be effectively broken with only 281 one known plain-image. Detailed cryptanalytic investiga-282 tions are given and some experiments are made to verify 283 the feasibility of the proposed known-plaintext attack. In 
